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The battle between King and Pourl ended with the former’s complete defeat. Sandra had
learned her lesson and had started doing public welfare campaigns to get the public’s
approval. Meanwhile, Sophia began to prepare for her new product launch event for Pourl
this summer.

At the new product launch event, not only should the products have highlights, but the event
must also have something eye-catching. It needed to attract attention and increase the
attention on Pourl. Now that King had stepped back, the domestic market was now Pourl’s
stage.

If they needed something eye-catching, Sophia had just the thing.

Taking the relevant materials with her, Sophia put on her face mask and went out.

Pushing the door open, she was greeted with the sight of a garden in full bloom. It had
rained last night and the air was great this morning; spring was here and everything was
growing anew. It felt fantastic!

Sophia had just exited the door when Cooper appeared right behind her. “Darling, where are
you going?”

Sophia held the relevant work documents in her hand and replied, “I’m going to look for
Carmen’s daddy to discuss some work matters.”

Cooper’s expression immediately grew cold but he didn’t stop her. “Come back early for
dinner,” he muttered.

Sophia gave him a grunt in reply and left.



Michael was back for the past two days and whenever he had time, he would accompany
Carmen at home. And so, Carmen commuted twice a day. She would eat at her own house
during the day and sleep at Sophia’s place at night. She was free to go wherever she liked.

Sophia always had the key for Villa No. 8. She swiped the card and entered, only to find
Carmen playing in the yard. After playing with her for a while, Sophia then entered the house
to find Michael. They had made an appointment to meet up and wanted to discuss Michael
working as a model for her new product launch event.

This summer, Pourl was going to undergo a transformation and rebirth, and begin to get
involved in the high-end luxury goods industry. The first step was to cooperate with L/K to
launch luxury goods for people and pets.

Michael also needed an opportunity to announce the news of his comeback, so the two hit it
off and decided to cooperate.

He knew in his heart that if he wanted to come back he would have many opportunities, but
he just wanted to pick Sophia’s event. Good things should be left for the family, after all.

The two of them sat in the living room and discussed the relevant details. It happened that
Michael also signed an endorsement contract with L/K and would be able to fulfill the
contract after he finished endorsing it.

Sophia read to him the specific details one by one while Michael listened, looking down at
the side of her serious face from time to time.

Sophia was so beautiful that it was as if he seemed to be dreaming.

He was really afraid that he would suddenly wake up from this beautiful dream.

Finally, they came to the topic of Michael’s appearance fee.

Sophia was running a big business now and she wouldn’t skimp on Michael’s appearance
fee. She wanted to pay him enough for the appearance of an international first-class movie
star and also a little bit extra for their friendship, but Michael felt that it was inappropriate.
“Let’s just forget about my appearance fee. After all, I’m also a shareholder of Pourl. If you
really want to pay me, then you can just pay me in shares.”



Sophia was really pleased when she heard this. She could see that Michael was a really
straightforward man; he didn’t dawdle at all.

After the two agreed on the relevant details for the event, Sophia took the materials and
prepared to go home for dinner.

“Come on, Carmen. It’s time to go to Mommy’s place for dinner.”

“I’m coming!” Carmen happily followed Sophia. Before leaving, Sophia looked back at
Michael, who was still reading the relevant information for the event in the living room. She
thought for a while and offered, “Michael, since you haven’t eaten yet, how about you come
to my place for a meal?”

Michael pretended to decline. “I have a kitchen in my own house so there’s no need. I
already prepared a meal.”

Sophia, however, was insistent. “Come on; we’re having something delicious for dinner
tonight.”

Carmen pouted. “Daddy, let’s go to Grandpa’s place to eat!”

Under the warm invitation of Carmen and Sophia, Michael followed them in the end and
went to Villa No. 2 for dinner.

Meanwhile at Villa No. 2, when Cooper saw that Michael had come again, his expression
became pitch black.

Carmen was holding onto Michael’s hand and when she saw Cooper’s long expression, she
pouted. “Grandpa, is Daddy not welcome here for a meal?”

Cooper angrily turned around and denied, “Nope.”

Michael, on the other hand, had a gentle smile on his face. There was not a single hint of
embarrassment about not being welcomed.

“Sorry for coming here and bothering you, Mr. Mitchell.”



When Michael came over, he had brought some home cooked food with him, including
Sophia’s favorite free range chicken stew, tomato scrambled eggs, stir-fried shrimps and
many more. Plus, he even brought over appetizers made from his own kimchi jar.

At the dinner table, Michael enthusiastically served Sophia some soup. “You used to like
chicken soup the most. The chicken needs to be free range, because the meat will only be
juicy if it was raised with coarse grains. You need to add wolfberries too, in order to bring
out the flavor.”

Sophia drank the chicken soup happily. It was indeed soup made from free range chickens.
The taste was so delicious that it was completely different from the chickens bought
outside.

“Where did you buy the chicken from? It’s so fresh!”

It was as though Michael didn’t seem to notice Cooper’s darkening expression. “We have a
farm in the suburbs,” Michael replied. “The chickens are raised on the farm. They have
coarse grains for every meal and are free to wander around. That’s why the taste is so
delicious.

Michael sat opposite Sophia and noticed the tiny scars that looked like centipedes under
her facial skin. A burst of distress spread in his heart.

Sophia licked her lips, savoring the taste. “Then can I catch a few of them one day?”

“Of course. I’ll go with you when I have the time.”

Cooper was about to say something but Sophia quickly served him some soup. “Dad, you
need to try it too. It’s very fresh!”

A bowl of soup blocked Cooper’s mouth, but his eyes were still staring at Michael fiercely.

As for Michael, he seemed to be a little smug and there was a bright light in his eyes as he
smiled slightly.

After dinner, the sky had still not yet turned dark but Michael had already gone home. Sophia
then secretly said to Linus, “Uncle, I’m going out to walk the dogs. Don’t tell my dad; I’ll be
back soon.”



Then, she spoke to Carmen. “Baby, I’m going out for a walk. You need to stall your Grandpa,
okay?”

Carmen agreed without a fuss.

After a while, Sophia could be seen wearing a tracksuit. Her hair was tied into a ponytail and
she went out with a mask. She brought Judge and its pair of puppies out for a walk, and
used the chance to digest the meal she had.

She left and walked to the door of Villa No. 8. At that moment, Michael also came out
wearing sportswear, taking his two big dogs out for a walk.

When the two met, they petted each other’s dogs before leaving happily.

Upon seeing that, Linus was rendered speechless. No wonder Sophia wanted Carmen to
stall Cooper.

If Cooper knew about this, he would have chased after them like the wind.

Linus glanced at Cooper, who was holding a video conference in the study-cum-conference
room, and silently turned off the surveillance.

In the conference room, Cooper was having a video conference with the elders of the Michel
Family in northern Europe. This was the nth time they had urged him to take Sophia back to
his hometown in northern Europe to pay respects to her roots.

Cooper had been recognized by the Michel Family and his descendants were automatically
recognized by them as well. As long as Sophia returned now, she would be able to register
with the Michel Family immediately.

Corrado lay quietly beside Cooper, wearing a fluorescent green vest to avoid being stepped
on.

“Grandpa!” Carmen called out sweetly as she hugged her bear plushie and pushed open the
door to the conference room.

She immediately attracted the attention of the elders of the Michel Family and they started
pelting him with questions before he even had the chance to talk about Carmen. No one
knew that Cooper had a grandchild.



Seeing that people were asking about herself, Carmen immediately switched to French and
her kiddy accent immediately attracted the attention of the elders.

Carmen’s nannies were all nursery experts from different countries. She had been nurtured
since she was a child and had learned multiple languages, so this situation was nothing to
her.

Cooper held Carmen and smiled dotingly at her, formally introducing the existence of
Carmen to the Michel Family.

Carmen, on the other hand, did her best to stall Cooper. She sat in his arms and chatted
awkwardly with the elders of the Michel Family, while Sophia went out to walk the dogs with
Michael…


